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In extremely anisotropic layered superconductors of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d the stacks of vortex pancakes (PV)
and the Josephson vortex (JV) interpenetrate, and due to PV JV mutual pinning energy, weakly interact
and form various tilted and crossing lattice structures including vortex chains, stripes, mixed chain +
lattice phases, etc. In order to study these phenomena, it is decisive to have excellent quality of samples
and the ideal experimental techniques. The vortex phases in high quality Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d single crystals
were studied by in plane resistivity measurement and local ac magnetic permeability. The sharp cross
over was shown by both techniques, deep in the vortex solid state separating the Abrikosov dominant
‘strong pinning’ phase from the Josephson dominant ‘weak pinning’ phase. Those two vortex states were
recognized as the mixed chain + lattice vortex phase and chains (tilted) vortex phase, respectively.
1. Introduction

Owing to their layered structure, the vortex in high tempera
ture superconductors cannot be considered as a classical Abrikosov
tube, but rather as a stack of vortex pancakes (PVs) [1]. Therefore,
in tilted magnetic fields, the PV stacks penetrate the CuO2 plane
perpendicularly, while the Josephson vortex (JV) lattice is aligned
parallel to the ab plane. These two qualitatively different sublattic
es interpenetrate, weakly interact and form various crossing struc
tures, including vortex chains, a tilted vortex lattice, mixed
chains + tilted lattice, etc. [2 9]. In a magnetic field applied parallel
to the ab plane, vortices oriented along the ab plane are captured
between CuO2 layers [10,11], in the so called vortex lock in state,
resulting in resistance oscillation phenomena [12], and possible
two stage melting transition [13].

Despite a lot off efforts, it is still not quite clear how in oblique
magnetic field the various vortex phases change their structure
and pinning properties. In order to achieve the basic physical
understanding and to study the nature of vortex matter in tilted
magnetic fields, we performed a resistivity measurement in the
Corbino electric contacts geometry, and local ac magnetic perme
ability (l = l0 il0 0) measurements on the exceptionally high
quality Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d single crystals. The vortex lattice melting
transition [14,15] phase diagram, including the various vortex
ersity of Montenegro, George
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states deep in the vortex solid, has been clearly obtained across
the whole angular range exhibiting a peculiar step wise Hc Hab

phase diagram [16,17]. Interestingly, in addition to sharp first or
der vortex lattice melting phase transition, for the first time resis
tivity measurement probed very clear anomaly deep inside vortex
solid phases, separating the Abrikosov dominant ‘strong pinning’
phase from the Josephson dominant ‘weak pinning’ phase. It was
recognized that the combined vortex chains + vortex lattice struc
ture was observed‘ up to h = 86.6� away from the c axis, while the
tilted vortex chain lattice, where all PVs sit on JVs, is observed clo
ser to the ab plane. While one may suggest the first order phase
transition, the observed behavior could be explained as a crossover
between two different PV JV configurations, with and without
well pinned PVs lattice, which may prevent moving of JVs.

2. Experimental details

In order to study these phenomena, it is decisive to have
excellent quality of samples the as grown Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d single
crystals used have a rocking angle better than 0.01� across the
sample, which made it possible to probe the rich physics confined
in the narrow window of the experimental conditions. To get
information about the vortex melting transition and the associated
vortex phases in oblique magnetic fields, we performed the resis
tivity and the local ac permeability measurements (l = l0 il0 0).
Since the transport measurements basically lose the sensitivity in
the vortex solid state due to zero resistance, we developed a
technique to probe the vortex solid by local ac mutual inductance
measurements (Fig. 1) using a simple set of two miniature coils.
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Fig. 1. A schematic of resistivity measurements in Corbino geometry (left) and
magnetic permeability measurements with miniature coils (right).
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Fig. 2. The real (l0) and imaginary (l0 0) part of ac-magnetic permeability as a
function of H at various orientations at T = 70 K (#S1).
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Fig. 3. The magnetic field dependence of the in-plane resistance at various
orientation at T = 82 K (#S2), measured at a current I = 5 mA. At h = 86.6� the in-
plane resistivity measurements probed the sharp H� phase line separating the
mixed chains + lattice vortex phase from the chains (tilted) vortex state.
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Fig. 4. The magnetic field dependence of in-plane resistance at T = 77 K (#S2),
measured by different currents at h = 82� (a); h = 86� (b) and h = 89.65� (c).
The size of coils was 0.35 mm, sufficiently smaller than the size of
sample #S1 (3 � 3 mm2, Tc = 84 K), which means that the edge and
surface barrier effects could be ignored. Since the coils were fixed
for the sample, the sensitivity in all directions was kept constant
even in the case of the exact parallel magnetic fields, in contrast
to the widely used Hall probe technique. The in plane resistivity
was measured in Corbino electric contact geometry on the single
crystal #S2 with the diameter of 1.9 mm, thickness of 20 lm, and
transition temperature of Tc = 84.1 K. Corbino resistivity measure
ments are a unique technique used to avoid the surface pinning ef
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fects since the vortices flow in the concentric circles without
crossing the edge of the sample, i.e. avoiding the surface barriers
[18]. The resistance was measured using the standard lock in tech
nique at 37 Hz as a function of magnetic field and temperature at
the various field orientations with respect to the c axis. Magnetic
field, generated by a 60 kOe split s/c coil magnet, was rotated with
a fine angular resolution of dh = 0.01�.

3. Results

Fig. 2 shows the magnetic field dependence of local magnetic
ac permeability measured on the sample #S1 at T = 70 K at the var
ious field orientations with a local magnetic field of 1.3 G at fre
quency of m = 2 kHz. The local ac magnetic response showed a
maximum value for l0 (the real part) at Hm where the first order
vortex lattice melting transition occurs. By varying the magnetic
field angle, the melting transition field Hm could be traced, demon
strating the unusual linear dependence of the c axis melting field
component Hc(Hab) firstly observed around the c axis by Ooi et
al. [19] and explained [4] as an indication of the crossing lattice
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Fig. 5. The illustration of the PV–JV configuration at the crossover (left); the Hc–Hab vortex phase diagram obtained from resistivity data shown in Fig. 3 at T = 82 K, measured
at a single current I = 5 mA (right).
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Fig. 6. A sketch of the vortex structures in titled magnetic fields: a tilted lattice near the c-axis [5] (top); mixed vortex chains + lattice vortex state (middle); chain vortex state
(bottom).
of the PVs and the JVs. As reported earlier [16], by further tilting
the magnetic field toward the ab plane, the linear behavior of the
Hc(Hab) changes the slope and becomes an almost flat plateau,
exhibiting the step wise behavior [17]. In addition to transition
Hm, an another characteristic field, H�, was recognized by the ac re
sponse deeply inside the vortex solid state, marking an almost the
vertical transition phase line on the Hc Hab phase diagram [20].
While the melting transition Hm has been well studied [21,22]
(identified here up to 89.8� off the c axis, in the magnetic field de
noted as Hcusp), this work is focused more on the anomaly marked
as H�, using the resistivity measurements and probing the pinning
properties of the different vortex phases.

Fig. 3. shows the set of the typical in plane resistance curves
measured as a function of magnetic field on sample #S2 at various
orientations with respect to the c axis, at a temperatures of 82 K.
The first order vortex lattice melting transition is clearly indicated
by a distinct resistivity anomaly at low resistance level, which
sharply separates the vortex lattice and the vortex liquid across a
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wide angular range (0� < h < 89.86�). But, in addition to the vortex
lattice melting transition, the different vortex solid phases were
probed for the first time, through resistivity measurements, far be
low the melting transition, in a sample of exceptional high quality.
Namely, a strong anomaly was identified by both techniques, deep
in the vortex state, at h = 86�. Above that angle, the resistance jump
changed into two distinct steps with a tail in between, character
ized by a non linear current dependence. Fig. 4 shows a magnetic
field dependence of resistivity measured at temperature T = 77 K,
at the various current levels, I = 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10 mA, and
at three field orientations h = 82�, 86� and 89.62�. While the resis
tance curves obtained at h = 82� (Fig. 4a) demonstrate a single
sharp drop at the vortex lattice melting transition, probing the
strong pinning vortex solid phase, at h = 86� (Fig. 4b) all of the
resistance curves show two clearly distinguished steps separating
the vortex liquid (H > Hm), weak pinning state (H� > H > Hm) and
vortex solid phase (H < H�). Resistance values probed in the weak
pinning state increases with current level. It is important to note



that this two step behavior occurs exactly where the linear depen
dence Hc(Hab) is sharply transformed into a plateau [16]. In strong
contrast to resistance behavior at h = 82� the curves obtained very
near ab plane, at h = 89.65�, exhibit nonlinear behavior, with a long
tail that increases by the higher current level (Fig. 4c).

4. Discussion

One may suppose that the matching of PVs and JVs lattices may
activate the crossing lattice pinning responsible for such a sharp
change at H� [17]. On the other hand, Konczykowski et al. claim
from local dc magnetization measurements [23], that it is the
first order phase transition intersecting the melting line in a
tri critical point. However, what we see is a strong difference in
the pinning properties of the two phases. In the first, Abrikosov
dominant phase, the vortex pancakes are pinned well and it seems
that the PVs are easily pinned to the native pinning centers and the
flow of JVs is prevented. In the second, Josephson dominant weak
pinning phase, the vortex pancakes are highly mobile, as are the
JVs. On the other hand, from the calculation [6] the minimal dis
tance between PVs on JV (due to attraction) may be estimated as
amin = 2k where k is penetration depth. Thus, the question is above
which in plane magnetic field, all PVs would sit on JV, without PVs
lattice between JVs. A simple calculation shows that for the
experimental conditions obtained (Fig. 3 and the corresponding
Hc Hab phase diagram at Fig. 5), T = 82 K, Hab > H� = 0.5 kOe
(h > 86.6�), all PVs sit on the JVs, when the condition:

Hc � L � amin =Uo

is fulfilled, where L is the distance between JVs, and Uo is the quan
tum of the magnetic flux. For the given experimental conditions,
T = 82 K, Hc = 25 Oe, amin = 2k = 4 � 103 Å, we obtain L = 2 � 104 Å.
On the other hand, the distance between JVs, L, could be estimated
also from relation, Hab = Uo/(dL), where d is the distance between
the nearest JVs along c axis, while L = c d, where c is anisotropy
parameter. Taking the experimental value Hab = H� = 0.5 kOe and
assuming c = 200, it gives L = 3 � 104 Å, that is quite close to the va
lue as obtained above. Therefore, it could be believed that we exper
imentally probed a sharp crossover from the mixed chains + lattice
vortex phase to chains (tilted) vortex state. The schematic sketch of
the vortex structures in tilted magnetic fields, including both PVs
and JVs could be described as shown in Fig. 6.

5. Conclusion

In summary, the Hc Hab vortex phase diagram for Bi2Sr2Ca
Cu2O8+d single crystals was studied near the ab plane through both
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resistivity and magnetic permeability measurements on high qual
ity single crystals. A clear anomaly, detected by both techniques,
separated sharply the Josephson dominant weak pinning phase
and the Abrikosov dominant strong phase, indicating a crossover
from the mixed chains + lattice vortex phase to chains (tilted) vortex
state.
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